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ABSTRACT

Recently, a proposal was advanced for the ordering of the

operators Ĵ  that arise in Dirac's programme for the quantization

of gravity. The resulting algebra, however, was found to contain

an undesired anomalous operator. Here we present a minimal modification

of the canonical commutation relations of gravity in order to ensure that

covariance is maintained for non-commuting tensor operators. As a

result of this modification, the algebra of the quantum operator constraints

is found to close exactly as in the classical case.
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The programme of canonical quantization of gravity has been summarized

in four basic steps [l] which are roughfully as follows:

1)

2)

Define the basic commutators of the conjugate variables g. and u

U,x')

ftDefine the operators ~}l (g. , ft ) that correspond to the four f i rs t

irclass constraints jt (si1>
lT 1 ; 0 of the classical theory [l-U],

3) Impose the constraints K f[g] = 0 as conditions on the states and

check that the consistency relations, [3f (x),$ (x')]f = 0, hold.

k) Construct the Hilbert space: the solutions of 3) should possess a well-

defined inner product <f[g]|^[g'] > under which the physically relevant operators

are hermitean and the states normalizable.

Step 1 seems to be the most straightforward of all and common wisdom has

been up to now to define (see for example Refs.[l]-[8 ]) [it .2, 1 = -15 " S(x,x')
Hnfnn urn

(here a tilde under a quantity (or its absence) indicates that its argument is

x (or x ) , and 5 ^ = ^(6^ i^ + 6^ 6^)).

The second step presents serious problems of ordering of the various

non-commuting operators g.., fr , etc. entering in "X. , and in the absence of a

clear guide on this issue, it has remained pretty much as an unresolved riddle.

It has been proposed that this may not be a real problem, since after all different

orders amount to the addition of some (infinite) c-numbers which could be

reahsorbed by an appropriate renormalization [3]. Other authors claim that

the search for the correct ordering should be guided by the condition that the

consistency requirements of Step 3 take the form [Jf "\- C 3[. (see e.g.

[l],[3],[5] and [6]). This idea is very hard to implement and some notion of

hermiticity is usually assumed in order to narrow down the number of possible

orderings. These attempts, however, have usually failed either because the

"hermitian choices" do not form a closed algebra [5], or because a choice that

could give rise to a closed algebra fails to be hermitian [6]. This has led

some to consider alternatives like abandoning hermiticity [7] or giving up

Dirac's programme (or parts of it), not ot mention more radical - although
2 2

interesting in their own right - alternatives like C — or R - theories of

gravity. It is thus fair to say that, despite all efforts, no convincing

proposal has been advanced until now that either solves the problem or explains

why it cannot be done.

It has been recently shown [8] that a natural ordering has always existed

that essentially consists of choosing the Laplacian form for the super-Hamiltonian
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A

d\L- which corresponds to the generator of normal deformations of the three-

geometry in the classical theory, <Kl»0, That is [9],

where

Hera ©. and rr—;— are respectively the scalar curvature and the eovariant

(functional) derivative in J4j , the space of all three metrics g. (x), whose metric

is G.,, _. This choice is singled out by requiring invariance of the quantum

theory under arbitrary field redefinitions, g. (x) + g!.(g (x)), which is a
l J 1J ran

feature of any classical Lagrangian theory that is expected not to be violated

by quantization [10]. Furthermore, since this choice is hermitian under the

natural (invariant) inner product ,

it can be expected that Step U could be implemented in a natural way.

The quantum operators that correspond to the remaining constraints — t h e

generators of diffeomorphisms on the three space, J{ . £; 0 — were obtained in [8]

by imposing the consistency condition

A
in the classical case. The resulting 9t-' s tfe^e found to be

which is also hermitian under (1.2) (we have used here the Schrodinger represen-

^ ( (̂ dtation, g,, = 6-.»

nder (1.2) (we hav

-ifi/ig..). The commutator of 3( . with^(i. yields
ij i

where

<,*.

= const.

1/2.

(1-5)

The anomalous term A reduces in the classical limit to g g_ n™1 which can

be set to zero by means of a gauge transformation (Dirac's maximal slicing

gauge [2,11]).

This result shows that; (i) a natural criterion exists that can be used

to resove the ordering ambiguities of the operators ^t ~~ Step 2 — which by

construction can lead to a realization of Step U, but which does not seem to

satisfy the consistency requirement of Step 3 - unless & can he set to zero;

(ii) either the operator does not transform as a scalar density of weight

1 — as its classical counterpart does— or }L . is not the generator of diffeo-

morphismaof the three geometry in the quantum theory (unless A = 0 ) ; (iii) there

might exist a gauge - or class of gauges - for which the anomalous term A could

be dropped as indicated by the classical case. An argument in favour of this

last point was given in Ref.[8], This possibility, however, is unattractive

since one is then forced to work in some restricted class of gauges in order to

do quantum gravity. This might not be a serious otstaWe, but one should

at least know how to impose such a gauge condition in this case (possibly by

introducing a new operator B which does not commute with 'X, and then perform

the star-bracket reduction of the algebra [ll]}. What is most regrettable,

however, is that in view of (ii) one has lost the simple geometrical interpretation

that can be assigned to the constraints 5( •X, 0 in the classical theory. It

seems that somewhere along the quantization process one has lost general coordinate

covariance, something that lies at the root of Einstein's gravity; all the

operators are constructed out of the tensor g.,, the tensor density V and

eovariant combinations of them, however, in the end, 3ti does not transform as

expected from its tensorial character.

One need not search long to realize that it is in the very first

step that one is loosing something by blindly assuming

(1.6)

(1.7)

Indeed, it is more correct to write

where k (x,x) is a tensor density in the first argument - with indices i,J -

and an ordinary tensor in the second - indices m,n - [12](for other properties

of k1"'(x,x) , see Appendix A ) . A moment's thought reveals that although (1.6)

and (1.7) should coincide inihe limit x •* X, their eovariant derivatives will

significantly differ: eovariant differentiation of (1.6) with respect to x

yields, on the left-hand side,

a 8 )

-It-
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regardless of whether one takes r on the right or on the left of IT in the
definition of G /k. On the right-hand side instead, one gets

inn ,k (1.9)

or, if one assigns the density character of 4(x,x) to its first argument,

By contrast, from (1.7) no mismatch arises betveenthe left and the right-hand

sides: in "both cases one obtains (1.8). The origin of the discrepancy is

clearly the fact that on the left-hand side of (1.6) one looses track of the

assignment of indices to the arguments x and x that is manifest on the left-

hand Bide,

One can check the consitency of (1.7) by functionally differentiating the

expression

with respect to g (x). Clearly, this sura over x1 can yield a tensor

at x iff the contraction of indices produces a scalar density at x'. This

requirement is not satisfied by S S(x',x).

It could be argued that one is being unnecessarily careful since

k (x,x) - as well as S(x,x) - has support only at x • x. The point is,
mn

hovever, that as we sav, this is not sufficient to ensure covariance when

differentiation is introduced precisely because derivatives explore neighbourhood

of the support, and furthermore because covariant derivatives depend on the

transformation properties of the objects on which they are applied,

Nevertheless, it should be stressed that using definition (1.7) instead

of (1.6) does not mean that one is making a radical departure from the standard

commutation relations: k (x.x) and <5 5(x,x) have many functional properties
mn mn

in common (see Appendix A) but have different transformation laws. What we propose

is Just a minimal modification of the notation necessary to keep full covariance

manifest and unambiguous.

II. THE QUANTUM ALGEBRA

Wow that we have defined the basic canonical commutation relations

(Step l) we will investigatethe consistency of the choice of operator ordering

A
for 3Cj_ presented in [8]. Writing (l.l) in the more familiar form

A .. _

we obtain (see Appendix B)

Here 5(0) stands for g 1'2(x)i(x,x) which is a true (infinite) invariant

and. independent of x (see Appendix A ) . One can observe that each of the

terms in (2.2) is a scalar density of unit weight. The commutator

[2£l(x), 3tj.{x)] defines for us 3(.j_ (see Appendix B ) :

» i A A k

L<*>- , 3?J. J ~ ' L\ ̂ V «W;x)j« - <£ x' >*•) } (2.3)

(2.It)

In the last expression, a stroke from the right (/) or from the left (\)

denotes covariant differentiation where the Christoffel symbols stand to the

right or to the left of IT . As it can be seen from combining (A-10) and

(B-A), [ulJ,r^J * 0 as x * x, and therefore * 1 J
/ k = k N*

1 J. Thus one can

write, as in the classical theory,

ik
(2.5)

underThe changes in the canonical operator variables g, , ft under

(infinitesimal) transformations generated by - i € ^ x 1 }$.. {x' )d3x' are

(2.6)

(2.T)

-5-
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These are the transformation properties of the metric and of a second rank

contravariant tensor density under the infinitesimal coordinate transformations

x -»• x - G . Thus, the geometric interpretation of '3?. as generators of

diffeomorphisms over three space is retained in the quantum theory. Further-

more, as it is shown in Appendix B, the commutator algebra of these operators

close in the form

and ft (x) commutes with kmn(x,x) , etc.) T h e l a s t commutator in

Therefore (2.12) reproduces(K.12) i s jus t i-times i t s c lass ica l counterpart.

i-times the c lass ica l r e su l t : i C0(x)S(x,x) 1 # Final ly, i t i s straightforward

to check that

(2.13)

(2.8)

which can be recognized as the standard form of the algebra of diffeo-

morphisms [l]-[lt] if one takes klJ[x,3c) = S^jgU.x).

The final commutator [Jf. ^ x ] can be evaluated as follows [8]. Let

us split

where

into a "classical" part Cn and "quantum corrections" as

A /.

0

(2.9)

and

(2.

Thus, the third commutator of the algebra also closes in exactly the same

manner as classically,

A A -f\ f \

(2.15)

Then,

;, L]-- [ 1 A } -i 4U!of[i(l-

(2.10)

(2.11)

The first commutator on the right-hand side is

t

(2.12)

^kJl
Since ^f. i s l inear in IT , the f i r s t term has a l l the I ' S to the right and

a l l the g ' s to the l e f t . Also, the second and third terms can be ordered in

th i s fashion without picking up any further commutators. (This i s so because

III. DISCUSSION

Here out- starting point, Eq.(2.2) has been written in a slightly different

form from the one used in Hef.[8] (Eq.(3.8) there), in order to confine the

divergences into the invariant infinite constant J(0) = g~ 5(x,x). This is

recommended because it is more natural to take [TT ,5(0)] = 0 than [rr ,S(x,x)] £ 0

(see Appendix A ) , and one can only assume either !(o) or <5(x,x) to be a co-
A

number but not both. (Eq.(2.2) might also be taken as a definition for }fj_ .)

We note in passing that the closure of the algebra does not depend on

the numerical value of the constant k appearing in 3(x (Eq.(2.l)). Other

free parameters that could he introduced whose values are not restricted by

the closure of the algebra are the signature of space-time (o) that multiplies
1/2

the term -g H, and another multiplicative constant (a) by which one could

rescale the term 5 ( O ) K ir in 3(± . However, in contrast with k and c,

the coefficient a is uniquely fixed to be -i in order to ensure covariance

of &\^ under arbitrary coordinate transformations in 'A (field redefinitions

£•a + S..'(K ))• On the other hand, kS(O) can be viewed as a renormalization

of the cosmological constant A (which we have so far omitted), and its arbitrari-

ness could be used to set AR ~ 0 as suggested by experimental observations.

One might wonder where does the modification (1,7) enter into the

calculation, and why does it seem to be unnecessary for the closure of the
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clarsieal^ algebra. It can l)e seen by direct computation that (1.6) leads to

^ 1 J ( l ) ' r L < x ) 1 * 0 ) i n C D n t r a st with (B.it) and (A.10). This results in an

addition infinite term - | 5(x,x) g ^ r ^ in & \ which at the same time

spoils jjriance^and is responsible for the presence of the anomaly in the

commutat i- D ^ . ^ J (see Appendix B of Eef.[8]). This term does not arise

in the classical limit of the algebra (it is of order h compared to the rest)

and therefore one cannot see tne need for a modification of the canonical Poisson

bracket relations at this level. In quantum theory the product of two tensor

operators p'U), Q(X) should transform under the tensor-product representation

of P and Q, regardless of the order in which they come. Therefore, the same

holds true for the difference PQ-QP, but this is not so explicitly clear for

the Poissoin bracket of two dynamical functions because of the complicated

integral expression Involving functional derivatives, etc. At any rate, in

the calculation of the classical algebra one either makes implicit use of

identity kernels klj(x,x; )^ when performing functional derivatives, or resorts

to purely geometrical arguments which circumvent the point [h].

IV. CONCLUDING HEMAPKS

We have presented here the case for a slight modification of the basic

Canonical Commutation Relations (CCR) of quantum gravity. This combined with

the factor ordering proposed in [8] seems to give rise to a consistent quantum

algebra for the constraints of Einstein's graivty. It could be argued,

however, that other solutions should be considered which may not need a modification

of the CCR (1.6): perhaps one has chosen the wrong ordering for ^fx that leads

to some anomalous algebra and the modification of (1.6) just compensates for it.

This is clearly not so, however, since as we mentioned above, the algebra closes

for arbitrary values of a and k -i.e. for infinitely many possible ordering* —

mid it does so only as a consequence of the modified CCR's. Choosing the particular

value a = -i can be seen as a convenient way to facilitate implementation of

we, tip h.

It might even be suggested that it is Dirac*s programme of imposing the
A

constraints Jf iji = 0 as conditions on the quantum states that has to be relaxed

or abandoned altogether — e.g. imposing only a subset of the conditions H. if = 0

on the states, or fixing the gauge first and then quantize, etc. These alternatives

have the disadvantage that one obtains a quantum model that does not have some

of the symmetries of the classical theory — or these are realized in some contorted

way — especially if the quantization can only be carried out in a particular class

of gauges. So, we would advocate these approaches only as a last resort.

As mentioned above, the particular order of operators in 3fj. (Eq.(l.l))

is dictated by the requirement of invariance of the resulting theory under

field redefinitions (full covariance i n i * ] . This principle is a basic

assumption in quantum mechanics as well as in quantum field theory. The fact

that one uses the Laplacian in the Sehrodinger equation is not accidental; it is

the only second order linear differential, operator that is invariant under

coordinate transformations. It is usually stressed that this choice is required

by hermiticity, as V is naturally hermitian under the standard inner product.

Hermiticity, however, is not a property of the operator alone, as it also requires

some boundary conditions (normalizability) on the state functions. Coordinate

invariance, on the other hand, is_ a property of the Laplacian by itself. Further-

more, invariance under coordinate redefinitions is indispensable in the quantum

theory in order to guarantee that the quantization of a classical system should

not depend on the generalised coordinates used in its Lagrangian description.

In axiomatic quantum field theory this is reflected in Borcher's theorem which

states that the s-matrix remains unchanged under a quite general class of field

redefinitions (see [10],[13]). As for hermiticity, it will come as a bonus

provided the state functions (functional) satisfy the appropriate boundary

conditions.

Thus, if no clear-cut alternative to Dirac's quantization programme is

at hand, and we want to respect invariance under field redefinitions, the non-

closure of the quantum algebra (Step 3) could only signal a clash between the

above-mentioned principles as applied to gravity and the basic rules of

quantization (Step l) given by (1.6).Therefore, either quantum gravity — i f it

exists at all— would be radically different from all other quantum theories

or one should re-examine the standard quantization rules.

The minimal amendment to the standard CCR's proposed here respects

covariance under diffeomorphisms of three space and does not modify the

quantization procedure in any essential way. It is rather a bookkeeping device

to respect the transformation peroperties of non-commuting operators.
i]_.. .in

(Incidentally, similar unit kernels K. (x,x'), . should be introduced
Jl-"Jn

In order to canonically quantize any field theory containing more than Just

scalar fields on a curved background.)

Thus we see that guided by the two requirements of covariance - under

field redefinitions and under three dimensional diffeomorphisms - one is led to
A

a set of operators 3̂  which can be consistently used as constraints on the

state functionals of quantum gravity. The fact that these operators are

hermitian under the invariant inner product in "^> , (1.2) might facilitate

the task of constructing the corresponding Hilbert space, a point that remains

to be investigated.
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The identity kernel k (x,x) is defined by its action on any second-
mn

rank symmetric tensor T (x) as

(A.I)

^ x ' J ^ T ^ y ) 3L)<IV= ^Vi T M} # (A.2)
{indices are raised and lowered with the metric tensor at the approapriate

points.) K also satisfies the identity relation

u.3,

k 1'(From (A.I) and {A.2) i t follows that the suppory of k 1 ' (x,x ')m n is the point

k ''(x'= x. It also follows that

In order to retain as much as possible the features of

must satisfy the following boundary conditions

(x.x1) cannot be bounded or negative,
mn .,

&«

k J(x,x') m

(A.!*)

where 5 (0) stands for lim S(x,x').

At this point it is convenient to introduce the symmetric S defined by

= 3 M SfX/ *'K (A.5)

where S(x,x') = S(x',x) is a scalar at both x and x1 while S(x,x')

is a scalar density of weight 1 in the first argument and a scalar in the

second. Since ?(x,x') is symmetric, its derivative satisfies the usual

properties of the Dirac delta in flat space (in Cartesian coordinates), in

particular

S(x,x') . = - 5 ,(x,x') . (A.6)

Prom (A.6) it follows that if w e define

(A.T)

-11-
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then 3(0) . = 0, and therefore fi(0)

one is led to assume that it should commute with

cannot be a function of g . , ( x ) .

1 )TI , while

Thus,

,«U,x)] 4 0

(x,x') whenIn order to study the behaviour of derivatives of k

the arguments coincide let^take x = x' in (A.3) and differentiate vith

respect to x :

u
(A.6)

The right-hand.side of this expression vanishes on account of A(.l*) and (A.7).

Thus, we find,

(A.9)

This is the generalization of the antisymmetric property of the derivative

Of 6(x,x'), (A.6). (Clearly, since the support of the derivative of k is

at x = x' one might be tempted to delete the symbol lim in (A.9), but

this might lead to some inconsistencies because the tensonal character of

the left- and right-hand sides would not match. ) Since we do not want to

deviate unnecessarily far from the standard properties of £(x,x')> we can set

= 0 . (A.10)

At any rate, the only alternative to this would be that klj(x,x') /]c = » ;

•if it is finite, it can always be set to zero since distributions are defined

modulo bounded functions with support of measure zero.

Analogously, one can define a symmetric identity kernel^̂ ^

= fc^x'.x)10 . (A. 11)

An explicit realization of the distributions k1''(x',x) can be
mn

constructed by using the b i -vec to r of p a r a l l e l t r anspor t L : (x x) of De Witt
- i ^ n _

and Brehme [15] . Defining the p a r a l l e l t r anspor t V (x) of the verrtor
from x t o x by

-13-

where

and

L l̂ (

Then k l t J (x ,x ) can be defined

i

- 0

k°ft, v ) w r i - L {y,*\^ Lih

(A.12)

(A.13)

(A.llt)

(A.15)

where the parenthesis stand for symmetrization. By virtue of (A.12)- (A.15)

one can check above-mentioned properties of the kernels (A.9) and (A.10) are

satisfied.
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APPENDIX B

In this anpendix we derive the commutation relations for the operators

, tut in order to do that we recall some useful relations concerning the

geometry of the space of all metrics g.,(x),

the metric on this space is taken to be

Following De Witt,

From this, one easily finds, using (l.T) and (A.M,

and

(B.I)

(B.2)

(K - 'ft 13 bi«. (B.3)

Using these expressions in (2.1) one arrives at (2.2). More details can be

found in Appendix A of Eef.[8], The commutator of TT with the Christoffel

symbol and the Ricei scalar are [ih]

The second term (minus its exchange yields

(B.8)

The first term (minus exchange) is

(B.9)

The expressions (B.8) as well as the second terra in (B.9) "become surface

integrals which identically vanish for compact three spaces and for ^ -+ constant

at spatial infinity for open spaces (rigid time translations at •»).

Eq.(B.6) can thus be written in the form

Inserting an appropriate £(x,x) and integrating by parts, one arrives at

From (B.lt) one can see that, on account of (A.10), ^ " commutes with the

Christoffel symbol if they are both taken at the same point.

In order, to evaluate l<Ki> <*A1 w e consider the smeared expression

2ftL] d* d- 5 , (B.6)

vhere the descriptors *•$ , ^ are arbitrary scalar function subjected to

appropriate boundary conditions at spatial infinity [15]- From now

on the integration symbols will be omitted although implicitly assumed. The

only non-vanishing contributions in (B.6) are

where

(B.ll)

A *
For the second set of commutators, lil., <K ] we note that they should

1 *~* m

yield the same result as classically since these operators are linear in \

and have no factor ordering ambiguities. Following Teitelboim [1*] one has

-15-

where the descriptors fc , x are vector fields. Since the indices of €

and x are contracted in (B.12), one cannot separate their arguments by

insertion of ordinary S's. Instead, use should be made of the identity

kernels k1''(x,x) . One thus finds
mn

-16-



.13)

from which one obtains formula (2.8).
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